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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

White primer based on acrylic resins with low VOC content suit-

able for interior and exterior use. Ideal as stain blocking primer 

with excellent blocking properties against nicotine, smoke, ur-

ban pollution, markers, graffiti, mould, old dampness. Excellent 

adhesion to new renders and cement surfaces and very good con-

solidation of old surfaces like lime, gypsum, old concrete, old 

damaged painted surfaces. Ideal for the priming and renovation 

of already painted exterior surfaces. Very good hiding which 

helps to spent less finish coat. Quick drying. It can be used as 

undercoat for emulsion or acrylic paints.  

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Texture Mat. 

Special Weight 1,41 – 1,44 kg/lt. 

Covering Power 8-10 m²/lt per coat depending on the surface. 

Dilution 
As “Blocking Primer” for application by 

brush or roller up to 5% on volume with 

SMALTOLUX WHITE SPIRIT. As “Binding 

Primer” for application by brush or roller up 

to 50% on volume with SMALTOLUX WHITE 

SPIRIT. 

Drying 
Touch dry after 1–2 hours. 

Recoatability 
Recoatable after 2-4 hours. These times 

prolong under cold and wet conditions. 

VOC Class 
a.“Blocking Primers” Type SB. VOC limit 

=450 gr/lt. Max VOC of product ready for 

use= 440 gr/lt. b. “Binding Primers” Type SB. 

VOC limit =750 gr/lt. Max VOC of product 

ready for use= 550 gr/lt. It fulfills the re-

quirements of E.C. legislation till 2011. VOC: 

organic volatile compounds with boiling 

point < 250°C. 

Shades White. Avoid tinting. 

 

       

 

 

Smaltox Mono 

Special Stain blocking primer 

 Covering Power: 8 - 10 m²/lt 

  

 Drying: 1 - 2 hours 

 

 Dilution: up to 5% in volume 

with Smaltolux White Spirit 

 

 Recoatability: 2 - 4 hours 

 

Packing: 750ml, 2,5lt 

Application: Brush, Roller 
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SURFACE PREPARATION 

Clean the surface of dust, oil, cropped paints and dampness. Care-

fully remove dust with sandpaper. 

APPLICATION 

Stir well before use. Apply one or two coats of SMALTOX mono. 

After priming use SMALTOPLAST ACRYLIC 100%, SMALTOPLAST extra 

or any emulsion or acrylic paint from VECHRO.  

CLEANNING TOOLS 

While working keep your equipment wet, either in the pot, or in 

the paint lauder. Strain well your tools from paint back to the pot 

and clean immediately with warm water and soap. 

APPLLICATION CONDITIONS 

Temperature 8-30°C and relative humidity lower than 80%. Con-

trary weather conditions may degrade paint’s quality. New con-

cretes or masonry should be dried for a period of 3-4 weeks before 

priming. 

STORAGE 

Close well after use. Store in a cool place. Protect from sun expo-

sure. 

LABELLING 

For more information please ask for the product’s Safety Data Sheet 

(MSDS). 

 SAFETY 

Read instructions on back side of the product. Keep out of the reach 

of children. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The technical data and instructions included in this technical leaflet are based on audits of confidential laboratories and result of the knowledge 

and experience of the company's scientific staff. The quality of the product is guaranteed by the company, which is aligned with the requirements 

of ISO 9001, 14001 and EMAS. As a producer, we are not responsible for any damage or damage caused if the product has not been used for proper 

application and in accordance with its instructions for use. 

 

 

                        

             

              

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


